Council Names McGraw Phillips, Kel ey to Publications Posts
Pay Fines, Fees

Grade Envelopes

students finishing this semester wing library fines, broken
equipment tees or indurtrial arts
opply bills will register in the
semester.
last group next
Miss Edith Grayer, cashier,
said fees are payable In Ad
sg, Failure to pay by the end
of the semester air will force
withholding of grade reports.
VOL. 46

Students may leak. a reitaddreswed stamped ens elope in
the lobby of the Registrar’s
Office beginning Monday for
the mailing of grader.
Grades will be mailed at 5
p.m. Feb. 6, or may be obtained
In the Registrar’s Office On or
after Feb. 9.
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Lyke Magazine Censored, Jerked from Sales Stand
Student Council
Tables By -Law
Bill Phillips, 22, senior journalism major, yesterday was apoinfed editor of the Spartan
gaily by the Student Council.
Ron Kel!ey. 29, senior advertising
major, an named Spartan Daily
business manager.
Hugh J. McGraw, 24, senior
journalism major, was appointed
editor of Lyke. These appointments
are for spring semester. Appointment of Lyke business manager
was tabled by the council because
the Department of Journalism and
Advertising nominee did not appear at the meeting.
The controversial Lyke censorship was not discussed at the
meeting. The two-hour session also
Irloded tabling proposed by-law
Aments after a discussion
,ed in the presence of an opmient of the change that would
tr!1lsls- recognized orrequt re

ganizations to petition the council for name or constitution
changes.
’RED TAPE, RIGS’
The student, who refused to
identify himself because of "touchy
friction in the club to which I
belong," said that "red tape, bias
and politics of the council would
Interfere with internal affairs of
council -approved organizations."
"You’re sticking your noses into
BILL PHILLIPS
somebody else’s business," the
. . . Spartan Daily editor -in -chief
student said.
ASIA Pres. Dick Robinson replied that the council undertakes
a responsibility as elected representatives of the student body
to guard against radical changes
In organization of constitutions
or name changes that might afA senior.physics major had hifect the college or student body
as a whole.
script for the 1959 Revelries pro((’ontinued on Page 2)
duction accepted at yesterday’s
meeting of the Revelries Board.
Bill Leak’s "Jolly Roger" is to
be the production for this year’s
Revelries.
Only one other script was in
versus Russian Orthodox; Psychosymbolic Art: Education for competitionthat of Phill Upton.
What? These will be some of the
Upton had his script, "Right Betopics discussed this eyening at 7
fore My Eyes," chosen last spring
at the Spartan Y as students who
attended the Pacific Southwest by the board. Upton was chosen
Student YM-YWCA at Asilomar production director of ’Revelries
report on the conference.
but failed to return this semester,
SJS students who attended the making him ineligible to direct the
meeting over Christmas vacation all-student show.
were Louise Clouse, Pat MenenaRevelries had planned to still
han, Sharon Malone and Welvin
use "Right Before My Eyes" but
Stroud.
the script did not meet the Dec.
19 deadline and script competition
TRI-C BANQUET
Members of Tr -C, student Bap- was opened to the entire student
tist organization, will launch a body.
rocket Friday at the semi -formal
Leak, who wrote his manuscript
installation banquet to be held at during the Christmas holidays and
7 p.m. at the Golden Doors res- was surprised at the outcome, said
taurant in Los Gatos, according to he had been selected to act as
Gaylord McCulley, president.
.production director by members of
The rocket will emphasize the the board.
space theme of the function, he
Upton offered to assist the prostated.
duction in any way he could.
Dave Fiske, SJS business manWoo FOR RESEARCH
Charles Hamlin. SJS science ma- agement major, was chosen chairjor. will receive $100 from Tau man of the Revelries Board, sucDelta Phi, men’s honorary scholas- ceeding Bob Lawson.
Revelries for 1959 will be pretic fraternity today.
Tau Delta Phi’s annual Work sented May 1, 2, 5-7. Cast selecAid for Scholars will enable Ham- tions are scheduled to be made
lin to complete a planned research soon after the beginning of spring
pr ojec t, "Synthesized Mouse semester.

Revelries
Gets Script

Campus Activity Slate
sfAi; i 00 tAIP
lion will continue today
end tomorrow for men students
who wish to attend Spartacamp
March 14 and 15.
Jerry Snyder camp chairman,
mid that there usually are enough
men to GPI camp openings. Places
for women students already have
been filled.
The registration booth will be
open in the Outer Quad between
10 a.m. rind 2 p.m.
DRAMA ROY, MANANA
La close de pronunciacion espanola, hajo la direccion del J.
Reid Scott, profesor asistante de
lenguas modernas, presentara un
drama en un acto, "La case de la
dieha," de Jacinto Benavente, retipientr del Premio Nobel en 1922.
Se nresentara el 15 y 16 del corhaste ijueves y viernes) en la
Union Estudiantil a las ocho de la
noehe. Todos estan cordiahnente
invitados por el senor Scott.

TRI SIG SPEAKER
Mrs. Mary Swenson, a Santa
Clara County adoptions worker,
will address a meeting of Tri Sigma, campus social work club, toright at 7 in CH1.15.
Any interested persons may attend.
Lymph."
The presentation will be made
’II If -REPORTS
p.m. in S220 by Edward Lau:_ineert students in psychol- at 3
,,,;y %ill read reports of their own rie, fraternity adviser.
research at the Spartan Psycholo- BIOLOGY TRIP
;ical Assn, meeting to
All students planning to make
be held
today and tomorrow in CH353,
the Easter vacation biology field
I to 4 p in. A banquet will end the trip to Baja, California are urged
Meetings tomorrow evening.
to attend a meeting in Room S201
Dr David Krech, psychologist at 8 tonight.
at University of California, will
Dr. Rocci G. Pisan, associate
speak at the banquet.
Dr. Krech professor of biology, will instruct
is the co-author of two textbooks
the one -week Biology 178 glass
currently used at SJS.
(Seashore Life). All students who
STUDENT Y
make the trip will receive one unit
D,fflo Seminars; Agnostic tit credit

Spartaguide
independent Women’s Housing
"Nil meeting, today, C11231.
331) p
IMO, meeting,
tomorrow, MG201,
12.30 p.m.
Ho, election of officers, Monday. Tuesday, Wednesday, ballot
hos in Speech
and Drama Building.
Lemma Delta sigma, dinner
thrice, tomorrow,
Institute of Re111th and San Fernando,
00 Pm.
Latherisn Students Awes., din
and meeting, tdhight, Student
Christian Center,
6,

’

Newman Club, mass, tomorrow,
Newman Hall. 7:30 a.m.
Russian Club, folk dance program, tomorrow. WG22, 7 p.m.
Tr Sigma, meeting, tonight,
CH133, 7.
SAM, election meeting. tonight,
Garden City lInfbrati, 6:30.
Sanghst, meeting, today, C1lI67.

Policy Violation,
Says Dr. Bentel

RON KELLEY
. . . Spartan Daily business mgr.
11

March Melodies’
Theme Entries
Due Wednesday

Wednesday is the deadline for
women’s living groups to submit
entries and themes for March
Melodies, annual song feat, scheduled for March 18.
All groups wishing to participate Are urged to submit
entries as soon as possible.
Duplicate entries will not be
accepted, and the one bearing
the earliest date of entry will
be selected.
The following rules will govern
the contest:
Size of the group is limited to
30; length of presentation (including going on and off stage)
may not exceed 10 minutes; costumes must be appropriate school
apparel. heels may be worn,
nothing may be carried; no piano
may be used, although a pitch pipe
will be allowed.
Practices in the Morris Dailey
Auditorium must be arranged
through the March Melodies’
chairmen, not through the college.
Themes must he turned in to
Mrs. Maxine Young secretary in
the Dean of Students Office,
Admin. 269, by Jan. 21 and, in
case of duplication, the first theme
received will be accepted.
Theme entries must include the
group’s name, title of the theme,
list of songs to be sung, and the
chairman’s name and telephone
number.
For further information, Miss
Noble or Miss Carson may be contacted at CY 3MR115

By GEORGE SKELTON
First issue copies of Lyke magazine were about AS scarce as an
empty seat in the Coop yesterday afternoon.
Reason: The San Jose State feature magazine was censored.
Lyke was jerked off seven campus sales stands at 9:15 a.m, yes
terday by request of Dr. Dwight Bentel, head of the Department of
Journalism and Advertising. The magazine had been on sale for
one hour and 45 minutes.
Ordered cut from the magazine
was a picture appearing with the part of a regular laboratory
story, "A Canvas. a Brush. a Love course (Journalism 102) for colAffair," by James E. Slater. The lege credit. Under those circumHUGH McGRAW
picture was a sketch from the stances, it will conform to policies
. . . Lyke Editor
waist up of a nude woman, drawn which are established for it or
by Janice Wheat. The story con- cease to publish under departcerned an artist who painted a
-mental
auspices."
picture of a nude woman and fell DR. DUSEL
in love with the image.
Vice President Dr. William
POLICY VIOLATION
Dusel said the College AdministraDr. Bentel cited "violation of tion was not contacted regarding
policy" as reason for censorship. the censorship.
In a written statement, Dr.
"Dr. Bentel took full responsiSome 40 companies in the San
bility for the action." Dr. Dusel
Jose and the Bay Area have re- Bentel said:
"Every commercial publication said.
ceived invitations from President
The vice president also had a
John T. Wahlquist to send repre- worthy of the name, and of whatsentatives to a Engineering Co- ever nature, is published within a prepared statement:
"Neither President Wahlquist
operative workshop luncheon set framework of principles called
for Monday at noon in the Caf- ’policy.’ This policy determines nor any member of the President’s Council was Involved in
contentwhat is printed and not
eteria.
printed. The Saturday Evening the departmental decision to
Purpose of the luncheon, accordPost has one policy. Playboy censor Lyke magazine. We are
ing to John H. Creveling, assistanother. Confidential another, and sure the chairman of the Colant professor of engineering and
lege Publications Committee
Harper’s still another.
coordinator of cooperative activi(Dr. Bentel) acted in the best
Lyke also operates within
ties in the department, is to acInterests of the college in requaint area companies with SJS policypolicy which the Demoving objectionable material
faculty and students and see how partment of Journalism and Adfrom the magazine. We are
vertising considers appropriate
the cooperative program works.
sorry, however, that judgment
to its educational aims and obThe program set up by the De- jectives. This morning’s (yeswas not made earlier and in a
partment of Engineering arranges
less sensational manner."
terday’s) issue of Lyke violated
for a student to spend six months that policy. Accordingly, it was
Dr. Bentel said it was the first
in school and six months working called back for elimination of such action taken by him in his
with the engineering program be- the non -conforming material.
25 years at SJS.
ing completed in five years.
"I’ve continually fought for
"If any students wish to pubfreedom of student publications,"
Dr. Ralph Tyler, director of the
lish a magazine containing maremarked.
Center for Advanced Study of
from he
terial of the kind deleted
Lyke Editor Bob Kauth said,
Behaviorial Sciences at Stanford
today’s issue of Lyke, they are at
"We certainly are sorry for any
and an advocate of cooperative
liberty to do so. so far as this
education, will address the guests department is concerned, provided embarrassment we may have
after they have been welcomed they do it independently and have caused thepepartment of Journalby Dr. Wahlquist, Norman 0.
ism and Advertising. It acts as
the sanction of the college adminGunderson, head of the Departthe publisher and it is within its
istration.
rights to police matters of taste.
ment of Engineering, and Prof.
But Lyke magazine is a class I’m very sorry the article was
Creveling.
project
n journalism’ produced as taken out, though."
’LOTS LEFT’
He added, "Personally. I don’t
think the censorship will detract
from Lyke. The best stories are
still in the magazine and there’s
still lots of humor. I had no idea
the thing would cause so much
(Continued on Page 2)

ompames e
Luncheon Bids

AX FALLS ON LYKE

Injured SJS Coed
Reported ’Doing Fine’

Grand Jury Indicts Three
In Narcotics Syndicate
By United Press International
SAN FRANCISCO
A federal grand jury yesterday indicted
three men in what was said to
be the biggest Chinese narcotics
syndicate in American history
masterminded from Communist
China.
Syndicate books indicated 270
pounds of heroin had been distributed along the West Coast in
the past eight years. Sales could
have reached nearly $100 million,
it was estimated.

POLICE NAB CAMPBELL ROY
SAN JOSE --A 13 - year - old
Campbell boy was arrested Tuesday night as he was about to set
off a charge of gunpowder and
blast his way into a locked food
market, police said.
The boy was booked at the
Santa Clara County Juvenile
3 p.m..
Hall here.
Sigma Mu Tau, election. today,
5307 1:30 p.m.
SAY MANAGER
Spartan Y, conference report,
ROBBED MACrs
tonight. Spartan Y, 7,
SAN JOSE -Donald S. Calison,
WAA, bowling, today, Bridgedepartment manager of a Macy’s
man’s Bowl, 3.30 p.m.

s. If)
Diane Depew.
was seriously injured in ahead on car smashup recently was reported in "fair condition" today
and "doing fine" by officials at
Dos Palos Community Hospital.
Miss Depew had been on the
critical list until yesterday as a
result of the collision that claimed
the life of James William Richmond. another SJS student, and
two other persons.

In ;inch iii,’, has lieen charged
with stealing $1000 worth of
merchandise from the department
store.
Police said Calison admitted
taking items marked for delivery
to departments other than his
own at the store’s mail slot.
Calison, who was manager of
the women’s and children’s shoe
department, is married and the
father of two.
Taking the paper hatchet to copies of LyRe is Editor Rob Knuth.
Witnessing censorship of the story, "A Camas a Finish. a Lose
19 CUBANS EXECUTED
Affair," with its accompanying sketch of a nude, are Rob Crowe,
HAVANA, CubaA news bulpublic relations manager, and Joanne Osman, office manager.
Spartafoto by Corky Dannenbrink
letin broadcast by Havana Radio
Station CMQ said yesterday that
19 "war criminals" were executed
by firing squads in the early hours
A bill providing cost of living Law 550. Also included was a
today. No further details were Increases in veterans’ education request for veterans to write their
given.
allotments is before the U.S. senators and congressmen telling
House of Representatives, accordANOTHER REBELLION?
ing to a letter received by SJS them to assist in the new bill’s
BUENOS AIRESThe Buenos this week from a veterans group passage.
Robert L. Baron. SJS activities
Aires newspaper La Nacion yes- at Diablo Valley College, Conadviser. said which bill the vets
terday reported widespread mili- cord.
tary rebellion in western ParaThe hill would Increase educa- are asked to support wasn’t made
guay and the arrest of hundreds tional benefits by 10 per cent to clear, but the nymber and full
of military men and civilians by all veterans attending school text probably will be available
under the provisions of Public in the next few weeks.
the Paraguayan government.

Congress Views Veteran Aid Bill

a
kir
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JANUARY CLEARANCE
SALE!
So Lolita, the love -ofyour -life, rejects
your overtures because
she dislikes your ideas
On dialectic ontological
phrenology? Thwart her!
Take the teleological
approach by buying an
18.95 Orlon 4 -button
cardigan at R A, now
only 14.95.

MEIER=13
First at Santa Clara

: _21
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Editorial

Z’ LITTLE MAH2NCAMPUS

They Need Support

Lewd or Not?
The winter edition of Lyke, SJS feature magazine, hit campus
stands at 7:30 a.m, yesterday, disappeared within an hour and a half,
and meanwhile became the talk of the campus.
The controversy concerning the magazine centered on the
decision of Dr. Dwight Bente!, Department of Journalism and Advertising head, to censor a sketch of a nude woman.
The illustration, drawn by Janice Wheat, was accompanied by a
Lyke
two-page story titled, "A Canvas. a Brush, a Love Affair."
Editor Bob Kauth said yesterday that the sketch was one of the
articles in the issue that he least considered to be borderline.
Dr. Bentel gave the order to pull the magazine from the stands
because features did not conform to policy established by the Journalism and Advertising Department. This, in itself, justifies removal of
the publication from campus sales.
One elemment we immediately considered was whether or not
the sketch was lewd, that is, lewd enough to yank it from the stands.
We thought the story that accompanied the sketch was more in
bad taste than the sketch itself. In fact, in our opinion, some of the
jokes and cartoons were more borderline.
When Lyke was taken from the stands at 9 a.m, questions and
discussions concerning the issue dotted the campus. Many students
sought friends who were part of the 1200 to purchase the book prior
to 9.
Those of you who failed to buy Lyke yesterday will have a
chance to do so today. -Despite the fact that pages 13 and 14 are
gone, we are sure there is plenty more in the magazine to draw your
interest.
metifmqii
Editor Kauth interviews Mike Wallace in Lyke’s feature story.
Kauth does a fine job in handling the interview with one of the nation’s most controversial men. Candid photos by Mary Goetz add
top quality to the interview.
Readers will also find a large selection of the ever popular pilfered pis and quite an array of humorous jokes. Don’t miss the photos
and stories of the Lyke Doll and Lykable Lovelies.
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WE AROUND TO GRADING FINAL

AIN PKOFE55OR 5NARF

Spa2tanaihi
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WATCH YOUR TOES . . .

Dear Thrust and Parry:
In response to the malicious
burning of the PiKA’s old fire
truck, I would like to make a
constructive statement and plea.

NEWS EDITOR _
COPY DESK CHIEF

GEORGE SKELTON
LOLA SHERMAN

Sports Co-Editors

Ralph Chatoian
Lou Lucia
Gayle Montgomery

Librarian

S. J. Radiator Service
Let
CLEANING
Manuel
REPAIRING
Do It
RECORING
CV 3-5708
648 So. First St.
GIFTS

TOYS
SPECIAL OFFER
FREE
,nase o

put3. the

1

HAPPY VARIETY
STORE
$1.49
BOY’S BLUE JEANS
Btc
LADIES HOSE
5 for $1
BABIES PLASTIC PANTS
4 for Si
LARGE DISH TOWELS’
$1.79
LAUNDRY BASKETS
CV 2-11195
9th & Keyes Sts.
- Ve’erars
Open From 9 til 7 Mon. -Sat.
HOUSEHOLD
CLOTHING
ARTICLES

lillIan.

nude, appeared a little more bitter, however.
"I can’t understand the college’s
policy. I was assigned to do an
illustration for a story. There was
no other way to illustrate it without showing the nude. Drawings
of nudes are exhibited as a matter of course in the Art Department’s halls and galleries."
Indications were
that
Lyke
would sell out by today despite
the three-hour sales layoff yesterday morning.
Approxmately 1200 "unabridged" copies were sold before the censorship was ordered.
The magazine went back on the
stands at noon and by 3 p.m.
approximately 700 were unsold.
About 3500 copies were printed.
The fall edition of Lyke was
sold out by 2 p.m. the day of
publication. "We would have sold
out yesterday if ’not for the layoff," Kauth asserted.
Meanwhile, an informal survey
of campus opinion showed 9 of 11
students in favor of the illustration and story.
By yesterday afternoon, the
story was attracting the interest
of several Bay Area newspapers.

Teachers To Meet
pi.inning to begin student
teaching next semester will meet
Friday in Morris Dailey Auditorium to be assigned schools.
Dr. Gervais W. Ford, head of
the secondary education department, said this meeting must be
attended by all new student
teachers.

Presents

DON
AMORI

PATRONIZE
OUR ADVERTISERS

Classic Guitar Music
Sunday Afternoon 2:30 p.m.
January 25, 1959

NEED MONEY?

Women’s Clubhouse

U.S. NAVAL RESERVE

475 Homer St., Palo Alto

19TH AND MISSION

Adm. $1 50Tickets

at door

Every Thursday Night

"3-K’

The town’s folks, fully clothed and wearing their war-paint,
marched onto the campus in a rage. There they were met by book.
wieldingstudents and hand-to-hand combat broke out.
The Administration tried desperately to get the magazines off the
stands before the Pure-pures had chance to get their hands on them,
but the effort failed. The faculty beat a quick path down to the
Amazon where the faculty boat lot is located. They were last seen
heeding toward the Atlantic.
Meanwhile, the DAR (Daughters of the African Revolt) were
filing a formal complaint against the students for obscenity.
When this reporter left to file his story by carrier pigeon, the
brawl was still going on.
But, no matter what effect this happening has on the world
picture, it is very evident tonight that down here in Likie-likie the
natives think that a mutt is smut.

Eight Students Compete
For $50 Kaucher Award
Eight students will compete for the annual Dorothy Kaucher
Award for oral interpretations this afternoon at 4 in Studio Theater.
Interested students were screened earlier, and these eight have
been selected for outstanding oral reading ability. The winner will
receive a check for $50 from Dr. Dorothy Kaucher, professor emeritus
in speech.
Students competing will be: Given Sacks, reading from "Death
- in the 5th Grade;" Carla Mason,
"Home Burial;" Harry Stevens.
"Dogs That Have Known Me:"
Margie Drolz, "The Little World
of Don Camillo;" Don Snyder,
Dr. Mary C. Wright. curator of "Blue Jay Yarn," Gordon Coffey,
Chinese and South Asian collec- "John Brown’s
Body,"
James
tions at Stanford’s Hoover Insti- Dunn, reading from "Mr. Roberts;"
tute and Library, will speak on and Yvonne Jackson, "The Fog
"Russia and China" Tuesday eve- Horn."
ning at 7:30 in Horace Mann High
Readings will be judged by ProSchool Auditorium.
fessor Helene Blatner from StanDr. Wright’s lecture is third in
ford University; and Dr. Esther
a series of ten lectures sponsored Shepherd, SJS professor of Engby San Jose Unified School Dislish and Dr. Lowell G. Keith, head
trict’s Department of Adult Edu- of the SJS Elementary Education
cation and World Affairs Council Department.
of San Jose.
The event is open to the public
Lectures are presented each and no admission will be
charged.
Tuesday evening at 7:30 in the
Horace Mann Auditorium, and will
continue until March 10.

Curator To Talk
On China, Russia

’Sales Management’
Publishes Dissertation
By Dr. William Gould

CY 3 73tit.,

XTRA MILEAGE

RECAPS...$99E.5h.nd
Motor Tune-up
Wheel Alignment
Richfield Gas

Likle-likle, South America (FLASH): A bloody riot broke out in
this small native town today when the students of the local University
of Bebanned published their campus feature magazine.
V’hen the student magazine hit the town proper, the natives poured
out of their thatch-roofed huts to get the latest edition. Shortly after,
spears in hand, the natives, who are members of the Pure-pure tribe,
began screaming in chorus, "Gwana, gwana!" . . . which translated
means, "Smut, smut."
The d’ause of the trouble seemed to be a detail inadvertently overlooked in one of the photographs used by the campus magazine. In
the background of the pie there is a dog, which in itself seems harmless. But to the Pure-pure tribe, the dog is the erotic symbol . . . a
definite taboo in this primitive culture.

Globe, Relations Class
To Hear Pakistani

GROVER TIRE CO.
270 W. SAN CARLOS

Council Meetings

((’ontinued from Page 1)
Miss Wneat, who sketched the

Tea

Brake Work
Car Polishing
Goodyear Tires

Abdul Sattar, council general
of Pakistan, will speak to Dr. William Vatcher’s international relations class tomorrow at 9:30 a.m.
Interested persons are invited
The difficulties of being a cash
buyer are discussed in an article to hear Satter, who is in the forby the late Dr. W. E. Gould, pro- eign service of Pakistan, in CH226.
fessor of journalism, appearing in
UPILacrosse, originated centhe Dec. 19 issue of Sales Man- turies ago by Canadian
Indians
agement.
and considered the oldest game
The article, entitled "A Cash on the North American continent,
Buyer Visits the Wailing Wall," was sometimes plhyed by rival
tells how difficult it is to be a cash teams numbering as many as, 2.
customer, since credit purchasers 000 Indians ,on fields almost ;J
get much faster and efficient mile long
J.
service.
Sales Management in a market mg magazine.

Lowest Gas Prices
ETHYL-100

GATEWAY SINGERS
in a folk music concert direct from Carnegie Hall

Sunday, January 18, 1959
Pc7)SEVELT JUNIOR HIGH
2 2; 2
eve,

8:30 p.m.

SCHOOL AUDITORIUM, SAN JOSE
S. Claire box offire. San Jose

James M. Scat
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Apprehending and punishing the dish for
theoaCtainthgolaicruculniedntir:elohne
is not the complete
culprit
fish-days
solution. We need to bring back
hb-daysnmisunderstanding?
this fine tradition that has disapochowderfloating
peared.
clamof
s h o ws that
some.
As a non-fraternity independent, thing is wrong.
The use of a
I would like to suggest the or- molt stock in the soup should
be
ganization of a group dedicated clearly stated, since it no
longer
to the replacement or restoration can be cons. Eider.eLneannallpypropriate
of a truck for the PiKA’s. Perhaps dish for Friday.
C.
the Spartan Daily would back this
ASH firo;
effort with a headquarters and a
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"For Goodness Sake!"

Lyke Censorship
trouble when I approved it."

Dear Tht tist & P.m.>
I want to thank the three song
girls who represented San Jose
Saturday’s USF-SJS
at
State
It looked like
basketball game.
no one else was interested in seeing our cagers compete in this
year’s first WCAC tilt. Where
were the other song girls, the yell
the Members of the
leaders,
marching b5nd and the students?
Our three song girls did a good
job of waving their pom-pons at
the USF rooters. Not once did
they even look at the representatives of SJS. Could it be that
they were confused as to where
This
the State students were?
frequently happens when people
arrive halfway through the game
as they did.
Is it going to cost the Spartan
Foundation a small fortune to
promote basketball, also?
Football improved this year.
Why
can’t SJS show the same interest
in basketball?
Richard Bristow
AB 7595
(2211 Sutter Ave.)
Santa Clara

boost. 1 am
willing to chip
dollardollar or so just to start
the 1
lolling.

It is unfortunate that some
rowdy wags have gone overboard
to the extent of committing arson.
But the real tragedy lies in the
destruction of a worthwhile symbol of clean, wholesome fellowship. The old truck was a shining
red testimony of good American
college life.

Buck for a Truck

By HUGH McGRAW

Entered as second class matter April 24,
1934, at San Jose, Cald under the act
of March 3, 1879. Member California
Newspaper Publishers’ Association.
Published daily by Associated Student.
of San Jose State Colleg, except Saturday and Sunday, during college yew
with one issue during each final axamlnation period.
Subscriptions accepted only on a remainder-of-school year basis. In fall
semester, $4; in spring semester, $2.
CV 4-6414Editorial Ext. 210. Ads,. 211
Press of Globe Printing Co.
OFFICE HOURS
Editorial and Adxertising Depts.
145 to 4.20 p rn Monday IP,00lih Friday
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EDITOR ................JOHN SALAMIDA
COBUSINESS MANAGERS:
KEN LICHTENSTEIN,
IRENE YAMAMURA
JOYCE FLORES
DAY EDITOR
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(Continued from Page 1)
"It would be enjoyable for me
to have you sit in on my job for
one month," Robinson told the unidentified student.
In other business, Les Olsen
was sworn in ari senior council
representative.
BICYCLE POLL
The Student Council approved
a recommendation of the Student
Activities Council that a poll be
taken at spring semester registration on the number of bicycle owners on campus, so that action may
be taken on measures to curb the
bicycle traffic and parking problem which is becoming evident on
campus.
The three publication appointments reflected results of preferential elections held last week by
the respective staffs.
NEWSPAPER FAMILY
Phillips, a native of Corcoran,
is married and has an 8-month old daughter. His wife, Mary
Frances, is on the society staff’
of the San Jose Mercury.
His
brother, Ben Phillips, is a reporter
for the San Jose News and is a
past president of the San Jose
Newspaper Guild.
Phillips proposes to change the
name and style of the Daily’s
society page and make other
alterations in order to "professionalize" the paper.
Kelley pledged an increase in
ruts ertising sales In order to
either enlarge the Dully or
accelerate the press run from
Its present 6000 copies, lie Is
married and a native of WMcousin.
McGraw said he thought the
present format of Lyke was excellent and he would insist on a
variety of high quality material.
McGraw also is married, and a
native of Fall River, Mass.
Student Council adjourned until Feb. 18.
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ED’S HOLE IN THE WALL
If you enjoy eating deliclous home -cooked me,
conditioned comfort, Ed’s Hole In The Wall is a MUST!
Students will enjoy the congenial atmosphere where young
people congregate. Complete dinners from $1.40.
1610 E. Santa Clara

1435 The

Open Daily ’fil 10 p.m.

SAN JOSE’S POPULAR 120’
DOWNTOWN HOTEL
for

PAW

let

COMFORT
CONVENIENCE
FRIENDLY SERVICE
MODERATE RATES

From $4.50 to $7.00
Drivein Garage
FREE OVERNIGHT PARKING
Ralph O. C.aidwen, MaIlact.f

cYpress

44404

FIRE PROOF CONMUCTION
IELEvisiON BaNDUET ROOMS
Copper SHOP
FOUNTAIN

MONTGOMERY HOTEL
Son Jose, Colifoinia

South First Sr. at San Antonio

SPE
JOI
213 S.

JANUARY
GRADUATES
Men for training in Career Positions as budget
analysts with the California State Department of
Finance in Sacramento.
Starting salary $376 per month
opportunities for advancement.

with

excellent

State representatives will be on campus Saturday.
January 17, 1959. Make appointment for test and
interview at the Placement Service, Second Floor,
Administration Building.

Classified
?Sc a
20c a Fin

To Place
Call at
Rori

Don’t let finals ...
Push you out of shape

Fon. Ac’

PROPORTION YOUR STUDY TIME
with EXAMINATION AIDS
Why join the throng of blood -shot eye’s? Arrive finals
morning feeling clear (not empty). For little cost and

f,

effort, you can have large results on your final,. A complete variety of easy -to -read, handy -to -have exarnmation
aids are now available at your Spot la

A

B.okstore. The

fateful days are rapidly approaching, come in and see
us now.

OCTANE
OCTANE

Cigarettes

18t

All Major Oils-38: qt.

20 STATIONS
4th & William -6th & Keyes

AVAILABLE NOW AT .

Spartan Bookstore
Right On Campus

%dont te
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Coach Inman Believes
cpaptan
Frosh Will Threaten Gymnasts

Thursday

cport4

rt Johnson
Wins Award

athletic pubArt Johnson, SJS
ity director, received honors re!Itly for putting out one of the
hest football brochures in the

dritry
The Football News cited Johnson’s contribution, the 1958 SJS
football information, 48 page press,
television brochures as
radio and
outstanding.
The booklet is smaller in size
than those put out by other colleges but is compactly informative.

Sahara Oil Co.
BEST GAS PRICES
IN SAN JOSE
AT
SECOND & WILLIAM
Authorized Dealer

RALEIGH
PAUL’S CYCLES
1435 The Alameda

CV

To Initiate
By RUDY DEL RIO

"We missed too many good shots
and it wasn’t one of our best
games," he commented. Surprising
was the fact that Inman had his
team use a three-quarter court
press, something peculiar to SJS
basketball teams.
The mentor plans to use the defensive move against COP Friday
night for some time also. How.
respector the 6-4
Rollo Parsons and 6-5 Sil Cardinelli of the Bengals.

Coach Hugh Mumby will pit his SJS wrestlers against tC,_ Stanford University matmen tomorrow at 7 p.m. in the Stanford gym.
Several freshman preliminary bouts have been scheduled.
Stanford coach Jack McKenna is in his first year as mentor for
the Indian grapplers. A Stanford victory over San Jose State would
date back to 1952 when the Indians toppled the Spartan crew. Last
year SJS defeated Stanford 38-0.

Home Slate

-- while pointing to the latter’s 21
points and "beating Dan Sullivan," Santa Clara’s frosh center,
on the boards.

Skiers To Meet

Kelly, while Manuel De Lara provides the Berkeley squad with an
ace rope-climb man.
SJS Coach Neal Gustafson feels
he has one of his best balanced
squads in years. However, the graduation of dependable point getter
Mickey Zavack will definitely hurt
the gym squads’ tally column.

Inman pulls out all the adjectives when deseribIng Gary
Ryan. "Ryan Is the best fresh
prospect since Carroll Williams
played here," he praises. lie has
good anticipation of an upcoming play and though not a really
flashy performer can handle all
phases of the game, he added.
Ryan swished 7 of 10 free
throws against the Broncs and
added three field goals for 13
points. "The guards have carried
us thus far," he commented.

HOPES FOR DAVIS
Gustafson has high hopes for
the all-around performance of two
year letterman Bob Davis. The I
Spartan mentor also tabbed Lonny
Christensen and Jon Hazen, both
up from the froth squad, as great
prospects.
Dennis Lee, Valley JC transfer, adds strength to the Spartans’ rope-climb and ring events.

"We haven’t got the height and
muscle of some of the other frost!
The trampoline will he the Sparteams and this is what hurts us," tans’ strongest event. Ted Bogios
3.9766
he said.
placed fourth in the NCAA gym-,
nastics finals last year. while Bob
Haywood captured first place in
the state championships. Bogios
Contacts
and Haywood provide a strong
At yesterday’s convention of the Hamone-two scoring potential in this
garian Freedom Fighters, Contact
event. Close behind them will be
Lenses were voted -a fighter’s best
C. K. Johnson who placed among
friend:’ The race for the honor was
the top 10 trampolinists in the naquite tight with Borsch until Tazio Kizationals.

Win

kaweikia got up and made a speech. He
explained that since he has been wearing Contact Lenses, he has never failed
to hit his intended victim with a rotten
,aci or a rock. Thus his record of 97 completions in as many
-as swung the vote.
R.Je with a winner and wear contact lenses.

CONTACT LENS CENTER
SPECIALISTS WITH CORNEAL CONTACT LENSES
JOE ALLEN - FRANK JACKSON - Technicians
213 S. First
CYpress 7-5174

"Oh, J. T. and D. B., do you eat at
the Burger House, too’ Everyone
should!"
Hamburgers

24c

Chili & Beans

20c

COACH ENTHUSIASTIC
"I feel we can give all of our
opponents a run for their money
and am looking to the coming season with enthusiasm," said Gustafs0n, adding, "it should prove
quite interesting."
1959 Gymnastics schedule:
January 16-California at San Jose
January 21 -Stanford at Stanford
February 12-Brigham Y. at San Jose
February 18-Stanford A Cal Poly here
February 20-Cal 6 Long Beach St. at
Berkeley
1
1 February 28-State Col. Championships
! March 6-Long Beach & San Diego St..
at Long Beach
I March 20-21-NCAA at Berkel

SKI
SHOP

BURGER

HOUSE

338 N SANTA CLARA

CLASSIFIEDS
Classified Rates:

Chain.
i-ea
Girl-good discern. a
Sp. See’. CV 5-9521, D. Norton

25c a line first insertion;
20c a line succeeding insertions:
2 lino minimum.

New lure. opts. to shore. Men and worn.
en 571 S. 7th, Apt. no. 4. CV 3.1636.

Coll at Student Affairs Office,
Room 16, Tower Hall
No Phone Orders

, Two girls to shore large mod. ant. Oh
b ks. from campus with 2 or. Ed., majors.
$35 mo. CV 5.0306. 6.7.30 p.m.

FOR RENT

contract for Sp. Som. $250. Apt. like
rm. wifh own oath, kitch. Across horn
campus. Trish. CV ’9965.

To Place an Ad:

-

G
C- _

Ar.:

G.E. Rohl,. Perfect running cond. Glee $150 contract. Colonial 7 -cu. ft. Must sell, lest offer tales. Ca Sac. at $100. Julia CV 3.5651 eves.
t’t2.
1
Portable typever
Studio i and 2 bdrrns 1/7 Yost-old Underwood
after 6 p.m.
WallIto.well carpet. 150. CY 4.4112
CV 4.9042, Les Kirby
WANTED

Area ’Ir..
Commute from San Leandro 7.59B9,
vi
Apt i" a ,oole in tile basement
Semester. Brian Hayes, EL
s-mn. 535 S. 8th.
ends.
it. auto centred at Wendy
Former wet. Se
Sam. Call Diane CV TYPING! Selo 2070 3-3619.
Elec. typewriter. CH
Sid to assume
LOST
-contract at Chet.nous.
CY5 9911,
return of Hercules
for
Reword
Bit needed
to undertake boarding house bike token been in front of Scion’"
asked. Sill Me’’.
0
a bdrm,. bath and Fri. Morn. No questions
Apts.
location. LOWS, CV 1077 Eugen St
"
bleak carrot,’ with
Anyone finding
dont to h
pocket please --era new apt. I/?
from printed scarf in
A ,
CV 5.9947,
El’ independent CV 3.7891 Connie Rock.

’’Right now we’re not as good
as last year," commented Mumhy
of his present squad, "But I hate
to compare this team with last
Varsity wrestler. Bernie Slate (right) illustrates the cross -face
counter to a leg tatikle, with coach Hugh Mumby. Slate will
year’s squad. Last year we had one
wrestle in the 177 lb. weight division when the Spartans meet
of the finest team’s since I have
Stanford tomorrou at 7 p.m. In the Stanford gym.
been here."
-Spartatoto by Paul Bucalstein
The SJS wrestling squad Ii captured two tourney titles n:
far this season. The Spartans
ened the mat season by capturing
the All-College meet held at SiS
in December.
Following the new year. the
they
Spartans picked sip
p were
h
left off In ’58 and topped all
comers at the 22nd Berkeley
VIDA meet last week.
Mumby’s grapplers will open the
Three two hundred games were rolled this past week in the
All-College Bowling League, changing the standings in both the home season of their schedule
when they meet San Francisco.
American and National Divisions,
Ron Gerevas highlighted this week’s action by rolling a 223 State Feb. 6 in Spartan gym.
The Mumbymen did not face
game against the Rice Destroyers. Bill Chalkley (Strikers) boasts the
highest individual average with a 171. Chalkley has been the main SFS last season, but reports indi1 cute the Gators from SFS are imreason for the Strikers’ present first place tie with the Destroyers.
The Destroyers placed four men in the top ten. Roy Yamata proved from the mediocre club
slipped somewhat this week but still managed to take second place which competed last year.
league honors with a 170 average, just one point off the pace set by
At least 10 per cent of the resiChalkley. Teammate George Fujimoto is right behind Yamata boastdents of each state of the Union
ing a 169 count,
Strangely enough, the teams representing the American Division come originally from some other
of the Bowling League did not have one representative among the I state.
ten leaders.
The averages compiled will be used in the second half of length
play as handicap rules will prevail. The top ten standings are

GerevasTo
Keg Leaders

BOWLING’s TOP TEN
1116 Ag.
Bill Chalkley (Strikers) 207 171 Fred Perry (Ox’s)
Itoy litimata (Destroyers) 214 170 ffiromi Vasuda (Dent.)
George Fujimoto (Bests.) 192 160 Bob Grist (Ox’s)
, Dick Imperiale (Moles)
179 168 Bob Lowe (Aces)
223 HI Don (’ole (Destroyers)
"on (ores is (PI

s)

La Dolomite Ski Boots
with ski free safety bindings.

BOAT SHOP, Inc.
616 East El Camino, Mt. View
(between
e and Mt. View)

And Prices Are Right

ARCHIE’S
/ ’’ ’ STEAK HOUSE

(
141

546 S. 2nd. St.- Hours 7 A.M. to 9 P.M.

SPARTAN

DRIVE-IN

"At War With the Army"
"TORPEDO RUN"
MAYFAIR
Academy Award Winner
"THE THREE FACES OF EVE"
Most Exciting Picture Made
"THE MOUNTAIN"

xuuo

CYM
CV. 7-3060

"THE GIRL

etneNePPLY AND
POWER TOOL MART

IN

THE BIKINI"

"THE GOLDEN AGE
OF COMEDY"

1401 W. SAN CARLOS
"THE GREEN MAN"

Across From Sears

ROOS ATKINS HAS
SELECTION
PERFECTION
i
l
,

IN SPORTCOATS
AND

i

SLACKS

ship playoffs during May before a
sparse turnout in the Men’s Gym.

Where Servings Are Large

"RESTLESS YEARS"

CY.433014

Last year Pi Kappa Alpha won

the Greek division crown paced
FRESNO I UPI I ’nu, Fresno by Chuck Larson, and the indeMyron
Giants announced today
pendent winner was a group dub. (Mike) McCormick has signed to
: manage the baseball club in the bed the Whalers. Paced by John
1California League In 1959.
Holmquist, the Whalers topped the
PIKA Five, 42-35, in the champion-

"MARDI GRAS

C Otle

If

Manager Signs

AQUACRAFT

EL RANCHO DRIVE-IN

"SCANDAL IN SORRENTO"

SIG
220 164
196 167
518881 I till
1)8
183 133

Intramural Basketball entries are available in the Men’s Gym
office, according to Bob Bronzan, intramural director. Deadline for
casaba entries is Feb. 15.
Last year a record 54 hoop teams competed in the Intramural
basketball program. Bronzan hopes for an even larger turnout this year.
The teams will be grouped into two divisions, the IFC and Independent Leagues.

RENTALS and SALES
Renting NEW Norwegian Skit.-

Sell

eccom. 3 or 4 girls or
SJS. Util, pd. Gar., lound. Girl to shore room. Rent $42.50. C
327,
after 4.30. CV $7091. 325 E. Willie
apt. no. 7.
i warm room with kitch.fin.
’Jrn. 617 So. 6th St. CV
Now, 3 rms. all utilities $110. mo. 60
S. 9th. CH 51750 after 5:30.
to Sc’-’1 Semester.
Large 3bdrrn.
MIL hitch prin. 46 S. 8"
’,nous, Garage. Park’ College TIM.
- Avail. after finals. CV 5-5407.
CV 5-2745, 309 57th
_
Men’s College Its.. Clean rms. good k. 2 Mut
apt. 525 ea. Avail. now. or kit, prin.. 28 S. 13th. CV 2-8580.
301 S 5th. CV 7.1758.
Rooms, 2 Col. girls. Kitch prin. 46 S. Sti
Store Ige hie. near
campus. $25 mo.
S" CT 5-4931,
Girl to assume rooming house contra
Landlady nett door. Jean. CV 7.255o
4" 400m. 825 wo 1/2.bik. col. Kitch.
i’eeninq service 47
FOR SALE
c.

cheie SLATE

ural Hoop Entries
SNOW Open, Says Bronzan

Vu

THE

Jeff Kolling, 157 It, 11’041 Wrest ler. will be the only freshman
wrestling in a regularly scheduled
bout. Stanford will forfeit the first
There will be a meeting at 7:30
three weight divisions in the fresh - tonight in CH231 of all persons
man class to SJS. The forfeiture interested in joining the San Jose
state Ski team. Rolf Cotton. team
is due to lack of competitors.
captain, urges all those interested
Mumby Indicated that one
I..
change would be made for tomorrow night’s battle. Bill Sick
,’is, originally scheduled to sores tle in the hens yweight division
has been scheduled for the 191
lb. division.

Spartan gymnasts will open their
home season against perennially
strong University of California
Friday at 7:30 p.m. in the Men’s
Gym.
The Bears are paced by allaround men Don Patten and Pat

’

%wry.; D111‘.1’ -o.

Mumby Matmen
Tackle Stanford

Sports Editors-RALPH CHATOIAN, LOU LIJClA

high flying froth were shot down by the Santa
Coach Stu Inman’s
Clara yearlings, 55-50, Tuesday night, but the mentor believes his
of winning seven of the 10 remaining contests.
club able team
sports a 7-2 record and Inman steadfastly believes his
The
the baby Bronco nest time they meet. He
squad will take care ofto Art Dalbey
for his scoring ability and reilanded out accoladesDalbey the most
improved player on the team
called
..)oun Ing He

1’I’,

rv

he
may
teams
Independent
formed by boarding houses, major
groups, clubs or any groups.
Competition again this year will
be held in the Men’s Gym. Starting times will vary from 3:30 to
9 p.m. Games will be held each
weekday except Friday.

Parking and Car

CHEVRON

SERVICE WHILE YOU
ATTEND SCHOOL
If

your

car is

thing until
you

in need

you

talk

to

of

mechanical work, don’t do

Harry Knight. Let Harry

a

save

money and put your car back on the road with

In and rummage through
off stacks c+f slacks
and racks cc sportcoats!

trouble-free miles,
SLACKS

SPARTAN PARKING CENTER
Just

across

from the Library

on

Fourth

\S. PORTCOATS

,oriced
5h,’
P
$13.85 to 619.65

FIRST AT SANTA CL A’"

4SPARTAN DAILY

Thursday, January 15, 1939

Rain Can’t Dampen Cupid’s Spirits; His Arrows Puncture 34
ENGAGEMENTS
AGRESTI-BROCKIE
Feb. 1 has been set as the date
for the wedding of senior industrial management major Jack
Agresti and Colette Brockie. Mies
Brockie, a native of Dublin. Ireland, currently lives in Carmel.
Agresti. a member of Pi Kappa
Alpha, is from Monterey.
BERG -MERCER
A summer wedding is being
planned by Marilyn Mercer, sophomore general elementary education major, who announced her
engagement to her Phi Mu sorority sisters Monday night. Jan. 5.
Her fiance, Bill Berg, is a senior
history major from Long Beach
attending Santa Clara University.
BURNS-PETERSON
Elementary education major
Gini Peterson passed the train U al candle Monday night, Jan.
5, to surprise her Delta Gamma
sorority sisters with the announcement of her engagement
to Tom Burns, SJS graduate
non serving nith the Air Force
in Texas. Burns is affiliated
with Theta Chi fraternity.
BURTON-ROGGIA
Phi Mu sorority sisters were
surprised Monday night. Jan. 5,
when Arden Roggia. sophomore
art major, announced her engagement to Ed Burton. Miss Roggia is
from San Jose. A junior industrial
arts major from San Jose, Burton
is affiliated with Pi Kappa Alpha.
CHARTRAND-WION
Gerry Wion, svho Is teaching
In the Campbell school area following her SJS graduation, announced her engagement to Bob
Chartrand, Alpha Tau Omega.
Miss Winn is a Kappa Kappa
Gamma from Davis. Chartrand
Is a business major from Sap
Jose.
CLIFF-WICKLIFFE
A wedding doll was passed Monday night at the Alpha Phi sorority house to announce the engagement of Dale Wickliffe to George
Cliff. A sophomore education major, Miss Wickliffe is from Berkeley. Cliff, from Napa, is a senior
political science major at the College of the Pacific and wilt be
graduated in June. The couple
plans a fall wedding.

DAVIS-HAY
Delta Gamma Judy Hay rr cently announced her engagement to Rod Davis. Delta Sigma
Phi at Cal Poly. Sliss Hay is a
senior physical education major
from San Carlos. A senior industrial engineering major at
Cal Poly, Davis is from Berkeley.
FILICE-STRAHL
Passing a candle decorated with
blue and white carnations to her
Kappa Kappa Gamma sisters, Sue
Strahl announced her engagement
to Ronald Filice. Miss Strahl is a
junior social work major from
Gilroy. A senior social science major. Ellice also is from Gilroy.
GAYER-SULLIVAN
An angel holding an engagement ring and surrounded by
red carnations and a candle was
used to announce the engagement of Diane Sullivan and Fred
Gayer to Miss Sullivan’s Kappa
Kappa Gamma sorority sisters.
A junior special secondary art
education and medical illustration major, Miss Sullivan is from
Menlo Park. Gayer, also from
Menlo Park, attended SJS and
now is in Naval flight training
at Pensacola, Fla.
HAMAN-LUQUE
A party Dec. 28 was the setting
for the announcement of the engagement of Sylvia Luque, kthdergarten primary major from
Burlingame, and Henry Haman,
aeronautics major from San Mateo. Miss Luque is a junior and
Haman is a senior.
HAYDEN-COVEY
Junior education major Ellen
Covey passed the traditional
rose Monday night to her Alpha
Phi sorority sisters to announce
her engagement to Bill Hayden.
Her fiance, a business administration major at the University
of California, La affiliated with
Delta Upsilon. Miss Covey is
from Santa Cruz and Hayden
Is from Watsonville.
HEGEMIER-DOBER
Former SJS student Dianne Doher announced her engagement to
her Delta Gamma sorority sisters
recently. Her fiance, Ron Hegemier. is a senior industrial management major from Glendale. He
is affiliated with Alpha Tau Ome-

ga. Miss Dober is from San Jose.
HENDERSON-WEISS
An engagement party during
the Christmas holidays was the
scene when former SAIS student
Nancy Weiss announced her engagement to Jack Henderson, a
student at Nan Jose City College. Miss Weiss; a member of
Delta Gamma, Is from Sacramento. She is employed by SJS.
Henderson is from Alameda.
HIBBARD-MORRILL
Women of Ivy Hall were surprised Tuesday evening, Jan. 6.
when Janice Morrill, freshman
educatiog major, announced her
engagement to Jon Hibbard. Hibbard is serving with the Army at
Fort Bliss, Tex. Miss Morrill and
Hibbard are from Merced.
IVES-DENNIS
eassing the traditional candle
to her Delta Gamma sorority
sisters, Emily Dennis announced
her engagement to Doug Ives
Monday ex ening, Jan. 5. Miss
Dennis is a senior elementary
education major from Seattle,
Wash., while Ives, a senior

journalism major at the Iniversilty of California, is from Long
Beach. He Is affiliated with Sigma Nu fraternity.

SKELTON-BARATINI
The Delta Sigma Phi Carnation Ball Saturday night was the
setting when senior journalism
major George Skelton announced his pinning to Nan Baratini.
junior journalism major. A
member of Theta Sigma Phi,
national fraternity for women in
journalism, MIAs Baratini is
from Sacramento. Skelton. who
Is affiliated with Sigma Delta
Chi. national fraternity for men
In journalism, it from Ojai.

MOISE-BROWN
Flowers and an engagement ring
decorated the bottom of a candle
that was passed at the Gamma
Phi Beta house Monday night, Jan.
5, to announce the engagement of
pledge Sally Brown to Al Moise.
A home economics major, Miss
Brown is from Berkeley. Moise is
a graduate of the University of
South Carolina and is affiliated
with Chi Phi fraternity. He is from
Sumter, S.C. The couple plans a
March 21 wedding.

JACKSON-PETERSEN
Sept. 20 has been’ set es the
date for the wedding of Joan Petersen, freshman journalism major, to Wally Jackson following
the announcement of their engagement during the Christmas
holidays. Jackson is stationed at
Alameda with the -Medical Dept. KEYSER-GRANT
PATRICK -GALLOWAY
of the US Navy. He is from CamChi Omega pledge Sandy
Heather Galloway gave clues
bridge, Md., while Miss Petersen Grant announced her engageIn a treasure hunt before blowis from Redwood City.
ment to Don Keyser Monday
frig out the traditional candle
night, Jan. 5. Miss Grant is a
JONES-KOEPFF
Monday night to announce to
Barbara Koepff surprised her *freshman general elementary edher Alpha Phi sorority sisters
ucation major from San Carlos.
Chi Omega sorority misters Monher engagement to Hurley PatKeyser is from Redwood City,
day night, Jan. 5, when she anrick. Miss Galloway is a senior
where he is employed.
nounced her engagement to
physical education major from
is
a
Koepff
Miss
Mike Jones.
LINDELEAF-COSTELLO
San Carlos. A freshman intereduelementary
junior general
The engagement of Cathie Cos- ior decoration major at StanAltos.
Los
cation major from
tello to Jerry Lindeleaf recently ford University, Patrick is from
Jones, a junior physical educa- was announced. Miss Costello is Chico. A spring nedding has
of
the
tion major and member
a ’freshman dental science major been planned.
Spartan football team, Is from at San Jose City College while
’
San Jose,
Lindeleaf is a sophomore engineer- w
ing major at SJS. Both are from
Gilroy.

Fraternity Pins Replace
Baubles, Bangles, Beads
BAILEY-BEAt
Valentine hearts with clues were
given to Alpha Omicron Pi sorority sisters of Sandy Beach Monday night to announce her pinning
to Pete Bailey, a Sigma Chi who
attends Miami University, Oxford,
Ohio. Miss Beach is a freshman
education major and Bailey is a
sophomore business major.

KETCHEN-HOAR
Planning an August wedding are
Barbara Hoar and Don Ketchen,
who recently announced their engaament to Miss Hoar’s Gamma
Phi Beta sorority sisters. Miss
Hoar is a senior commercial art
major from Sherman Oaks. Ketchen, a senior mechanical engineering major at the University of
Colorado. is from San Diego. He is
affiliated with Sigma Alpha Epsilon.

TURNER-CHERIN
Lavender stain bows decorated
a candle at the Sigma Kappa
pledge dance Friday night when
Gayle Cherin announced her pinning to Tom Turner, Delta Tau
Delta at the University of Southern California. Miss Cherin is a
junior education major, and Turner is a junior economics major.
Miss Cherin is from Atherton and
Turner is from Palo Alto.
YEAGER-WEBB
A traditional rose was passed
Monday night, Jan. 5, at the Alpha
Phi sorority house to announce
the pinning of Pat Webb to Mike
Yeager. Miss Webb is a junior industrial relations major from Willow Glen. Yeager, a graduate busmess administration major from
CoMptOn, now is in Naval Of ficent Candidate School in Rhode
Island. Yeager WAS affiliated with
!Sigma Chi fraternity.

edclings
nite SJS
St u d ents

LUNDE-NUERNBERG
A traditional candle was passed at the Kappa Kappa Gamma
house Monday night to announce
the engagement of Diane Nuernberg to Bill Lunde. Miss Nuernberg is a senior kindergarten
primary education major from
San Jose while Lunde is a senior aeronautics major from Oregon.

U

MASSA-SWENSON
A June wedding is being planned
by Joanne Swenson, who recently
announced to her Chi Omega sorority sisters her engagement to
Mike fifassa. Miss Swenson is a
senior from San Jose. Massa is
from Hayward.
MICHELL-DALY
Scene for the announcement
of the engagement of Marilyn
Daly to Tom Michell was the
bride -elect’s home in Hayward
on Christmas Eve. Miss Daly is
a senior general elementary education major. Michell. a physical education major, is from Li vermore. The couple is planning
a June wedding.

RING-DONNELLY
Kami Seya, Japan, was the setting Dec. 12, when Gloria Ann
Donnelly became the wife of Lt.
Walter Ring of the U.S. Navy. The
fOimer Miss Donnelly was a graduate English major from Monterey.
ALVARAS-STATES
Junior general elementary education major Carol States was
married to Bob Alvaras on New
Year’s Day. Alvaras is a senior
agriculture major at Cal Poly.
Both are from San Jose.

WITTENBERG-GONZALEZ
Lorna Gonzalez and Jim Wit.
tenberg chose the Delta Sigma Phi
Carnation Ball as the setting when
they announced their engagement
Saturday night. Miss Gonzalez is
a sophomore business major (me
Santa Barbara, while her fiance is
a sophomore physical major from
Sherman Oaks.

¶Pf i.L RA TES FOR

large Group Orders
Fraternities
Sororities
402 W. Santa Clara
CV 7-0857
frtm Normandin s

$64 IN EXTRA INCOME

Students -Faculty
PART TIME
If

you are 21. have a Gd. and
are w;11;ng to work ten to fwele
convenient spare hours a wets
you may earn $64.00 or more
extra income per week.
Before or af.r. ;re!,

CALL CY 3-5802
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at 10th & WILLIAMS San Jose

PRIZES

1. G.E. Automatic Skillet
2. Automatic Toaster
3. G.E. Steam Iron
YOU NEED NOT
BE PRESENT TO
WIN

aoci
DRAWINGS DAILY
EVERY HOUR
to

VAUGHT-JACOBS
Gaily colored confetti decorated
a top hat that Dabs Jacobs used
to surprise her Alpha Phi sorority
sisters with the announcement
of
her engagement to Lou Vaught.
A
senior education major. Miss Jacobs is frorn Sherman Oaks.
Vaught is a senior htiainess
ministration major fr,,m Oakland. He is affiliated with Delta
Upsilon. The couple plans an Aug.
ust wedding.

Stud(

JACK SCHWARTZ SHELL SERVICE

Thursday, Friday
and Saturday,
January 15-16-17

3 P.M.

STOEBE-TROUT
Newt of the engagement
of
Jessica Trout to Thomas aleph,
was found in the pouch of
orb
Santa Claus place card at a pia..
holiday dinner at Wendy Glen.
Miss Trout Is a junior Hemet
tary education major from Ontario while Stoehe is a meta.
lurgicarl engineering major at
Stanford University.

Coale FLORIST

RAND OPEN
FREE

SHULMAN-WILLIAMs
A box of cigars wis
passed to
the brothers of Pi Kappa
Alpha
recently when Jay ’Shulman
an.
nounced his engagement to
nie Williams. A graduate
of S.
Jose City College, Miss
is from’San Jose, where
she cur.
rently is employed with the hank
of America. Shulman is a
senior
business management major
from
San Jose.

10 P.M.

FOR
THE
KIDDIES

FREE
Candy
and

Balloons

S&H GREEN STAMPS

F R E E BONUS
YOUR CHOICE
OF 1/2 LB. OF

HILLS BROS. COFFEE
OR

FREE "OLD TIMERS"
JUICE DECANTER
With Purchase of 5 Quarts X-100 Motor Oil

JACK SCHWARTZ SHELL SERVICE
10TH AND WILLIAMS

4 PIECE
"OLD TIMERS"
TUMBLER SET
With Purchase of 8 or More Gal. Shell Gas
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